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CONNECT

Goals of Our Session

ASK 
QUESTIONS

LEARN 
how 4 faculty 
colleagues are 

using the 
modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Welcome everyone.  Our goal for this webinar, which is the 2nd in the CONNECT Modules series, as to provide an advanced webinar for those who have some familiarity with the modules and want to go deeper.  If you were hoping for an overview or introduction to CONNECT, I recommend going to our website when this webinar ends where you’ll find the archived materials from our introductory webinar held in December.  This material provides an overview of the modules
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University of
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University of

North Carolina

Funded by

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: I’d like to introduce you to the CONNECT Team. We have staff located at two universities, UNC and U of KY.  Our funding agency for CONNECT is the US DOE OSEP.
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Dale Epstein
University of

North Carolina

Chih-Ing Lim
University of

North Carolina

Jonathan Green
University of

North Carolina

Pam Winton
University of

North Carolina

CONNECT Staff in the Room Today

Virginia Buysse
University of

North Carolina

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: And here with me in our Chapel Hill studio are Virginia Buysse, co-PI, Dale Epstein, module coordinator, Jonathan Green, Director of E-communications, and Chih-Ing Lim, project coordinator.
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Alison Lutton
Senior Director
Higher Education Accreditation & 
Program Support

Webinar Co-Sponsor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison: We are fortunate that NAEYC is co-sponsoring today’s event.  It is my pleasure to introduce Alison Lutton, Senior Director of Higher Education, Accreditation & Support at NAEYC who is with us from Washington DC. Allison, would you be willing to say a few words about your perspectives on the usefulness and relevance of CONNECT Modules.



Strengthen the learning 
experiences and 
assessments in early 
childhood teacher 
preparation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison: We know that early childhood teacher preparation programs need to strengthen the learning experiences and assessments to better prepare our students for diverse and inclusive early learning settings. 



Address
increased emphasis 
on diversity and 
inclusion in each 
standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison: The new NAEYC standards have an increased emphasis on diversity and inclusion in each standard. These modules can support programs at all degree levels that are working toward the NAEYC accreditation or recognition requirements.



Have a clinical practice focus
- NCATE, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison: CONNECT Modules have a clinical practice focus that supports the "know and can do" nature of the NAEYC standards and recent calls to strengthen clinical components of all teacher education programs (NCATE, 2010)
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Align with NAEYC and DEC Personnel 
Preparation Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison: CONNECT Modules can also be used by faculty to develop learning experiences and assessments that are aligned with both NAEYC and DEC personnel preparation standards. 
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Nadya Pancsofar
Assistant Professor
The College of New 

Jersey 

Johnna Darragh
Professor
Heartland 

Community 
College

Susan Fowler
Professor 

University of 
Illinois at 

Champaign-
Urbana 

Nancy Grausam
Assistant 
Professor 

Pennsylvania 
College of 

Technology

Meet the Faculty Presenters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Thank you Alison.  Since our primary goal today is for you to learn from and be inspired by our faculty guests, let me introduce them.  Their pictures and affliliations on the slide you see)First, Nancy Grausam faculty in an NAEYC accredited Associate’s degree early childhood program, joining us from PA Nadya Pancsofar, who teaches both Bachelor’s and graduate students in early childhood / special education calling in from NJ Johnna Darragh, faculty in an Associate’s degree early childhood program in chilly ILAND also in ILSusan Fowler, Former dean of the college of education and now professor teaching at the graduate level in at UI-CUWelcome and thank you
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CONNECT Modules are:

For faculty and other PD providers
Course enhancements (not an entire 

course)
Focused on specific sets of practices

4 modules are available:
 Module 1: Embedded Interventions
 Module 2: Transitions
 Module 3: Communication for Collaboration
 Module 4: Family-Professional Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: A couple of quick words about the CONNECT modules to set the stage for our faculty presentations.  The modules are designed to be used by faculty and other PD providers,  they are course or PD enhancements, and , as Alison noted, one of the primary benefits of the modules is that they enhance the clinical practice aspect of professional development; each module is focused on a specific set of research-based teaching and intervention practices for young children 0-5. The modules’ unique design into a five step learning cycle promotes learners’ decision-making skills within evidence-based framework.There are four modules available now. Here’s how we will proceed.  I’ll give a quick intro to each module, followed by  faculty sharing how they have used the module in their coursework.  We’ll take your questions via the chat box at any point when you have a question.  Dale is going to collect these questions so we can have address them and have a discussion after hearing from our panelists about what they have done. 



Module 1: Embedded Interventions

Are not a course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: So let’s get started with Mod 1.  In this module  you and your learners will meet Christine, her son Luke and luke’s teacher Jackie.  Jackie has a dilemma that your learners will help her solve. Jackie is trying to figure out how to support Luke’s social and communication goals by learning about and using embedded interventions.  Nancy and Nadya will both share how they’ve used Module 1 with their preservice students.  Nancy can you go first?
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Nancy Grausam
Assistant Professor 

Pennsylvania College 
of Technology

AAS Early Childhood 
Education Program

Module 1: Embedded Interventions

Child 
Development

Methods and 
Materials for 
Preschoolers

Young 
Children 

with Special 
Needs

Methods and 
Materials for 
Infants and 

Toddlers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: Pennsylvania College of Technology is a special mission affiliate of the Penn State University. Our AAS Early Childhood Education Program is NAEYC accredited.                                       For the past 15 years, early intervention principles and related learning opportunities have been infused into every one of our Early Childhood courses. Additionally, in the final semester, there is EDU 230 Young Children with Special Needs. I used Module 1 in 4 different early childhood courses. 
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Benefits of Using the Module

 Demonstrate best practices in 
inclusion

 Enhance learning opportunities for 
the NAEYC accreditation process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy:  One of the benefits of the module was that it demonstrates best practices with each child:  typically developing and those with disabilities. And our most valuable use of the module has been to enhance our “learning opportunities” for our course and key assessments in the NAEYC program accreditation process.
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Child Development

Used activities and videos 
to demonstrate social 
development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: In the Child development course, I used videos in the PEER SUPPORT section to illustrate the different domains- SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. For example, I used Activity 1.4a to help learners learn about initiating entry to play; social modeling ; Video 1.15 demonstrated turn-taking while playing Mr. Potato Head Video 1.17 demonstrated engaging with others in cooperative play 
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Methods and Materials for 
Preschoolers

Used videos and handouts 
to help students design 
learning environments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: In the Methods and Materials for Preschoolers course, I used selected slides in Handout 1.1 Environmental Modifications in a Learning Environment Project  to help students design  learning environments that reflect their philosophy and each child’s needs (e.g., social skills examples:  flip chart, cooking activity, collage etc.)
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Methods and Materials for Infants and Toddlers

Used videos to 
demonstrate embedding 
skill development into 
daily routines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: In the Methods and Materials for Infants and Toddlers course, I used videos to demonstrate embedded skill development into infant or  toddler’s daily care giving routines such as eating, diapering, playing etc. For example, Video 1.5  Routine in a Program-Enjoying Mealtime  (Early Head Start Setting)  was able to help students see how teaching and learning is embedded in everyday activities. 
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Step 1: 
Dilemma

Step 2:
Question

Step 3:
Evidence

Step 4: 
Decision

Step 5:
Evaluation

> > > >

Young Children with Special Needs

Module 1: Embedded Interventions Used the 5-
step process 
to organize 
the module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: I used the 5-step learning cycle to organize the module in the Young Children with Special Needs course. I introduced it in a computer lab with them and also used the activities in the module in an integrated way with the text (i.e., by Richard Garguilo/Jennifer Kilgo). 
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Nadya Pancsofar
Assistant Professor
The College of New 

Jersey

BA & MA  

Module 1: Embedded Interventions

Speech, 
Language and 

Communication 
(Undergraduate)

Child 
Development 

(Undergraduate)

Educational 
Research 
(Graduate)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Thank you Nancy. Now Nadya will share her experiences using Mod 1 with her Bachelor’s and Master’s degree students. Nadya: I have used Module 1 for 3 different courses in 3 different ways. Like Nancy, I used videos and activities in my undergraduate Speech, Language and Communication course. I use videos and activities to teach embedded interventions, show examples of targetting language goals in play, and using augmentative communication. 
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Child Development 

Use of example of IEP 
and with an online 
discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nadya:  In my undergraduate Child development class, I used Luke's IEP as an example for the students when we are talking about IEPs. I also use Christine's blog entry on "The R Word" to facilitate a discussion on people-first language and intellectual disabilities. 
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Step 1: 
Dilemma

Step 2:
Question

Step 3:
Evidence

Step 4: 
Decision

Step 5:
Evaluation

> > > >

5-step learning cycle

Educational Research 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nadya: In my graduate course on Educational research, I used the evidence-based practice handouts/readings in teaching my students about linking research to practice. The students review the research literature and create their own handout on an evidence-based practice modeled after the CONNECT resources. I really like the modules because they are flexible and provide reliable and professional video examples. I have only really used Module 1, but I know there are opportunities for me to use other Modules, so I am looking forward to spending more time with the newer resources and integrating them into my courses. 



Module 2: Transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Thank you Nadya. Now let’s move on to Module 2. In Mod 2: Your students will learn how Melanie, a preschool teacher, works with Tamiya’s family and other professionals to ensure that Tamiya has a smooth transition from early intervention into a pre-k classroom. 
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Johnna Darragh
Professor
Heartland 

Community 
College

Child Growth & 
Development

Module 2: Transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Johnna will share with you how she’s used this module with her Associate’s degree students. Johnna: I used Module 2 within Child Growth and Development, introductory course within Heartland curriculum. The course is a prerequisite or required as concurrent enrollment for all other early childhood courses. And it provides an overview of child growth and development prebirth through adolescence. I used Berk’s Infants, Children and Adolescents as the text for this course and also the Child Development Lab was used heavily for in-class observations. The Transition Module was used between units on infants and toddlers and preschoolers and served as a “transition” between the two age-groups.



Home visits

Creating respectful 
environments 

Adaptations & 
supports

Partnering with 
families

Synthesized key 
topics on 
transition

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johnna: The module helped to emphasize and synthesize key topics. Home visits, adaptations and supports, partnering with families, and creating respectful and supportive environments are all topics of marked importance within the course. The transitions module created an opportunity to synthesize these topics and demonstrate how they work together in a real-world application. Although transitions were something that were covered in the course (but not the textbook), the Module allowed increased attention to this important topic.
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Module 2: Transition

Bronfenbrenner’s
Ecological Systems 
Theory

Bridges 
Theory to 
Practice

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johnna: The module also helped create meaningful connections to theories presented in the course. Students were able, through watching the videos on teachers, families, home and classroom visits, make meaningful connections to Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory, which is a theory emphasized within the course. 
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Step 1: 
Dilemma

Step 2:
Question

Step 3:
Evidence

Step 4: 
Decision

Step 5:
Evaluation

> > > >

Realistic dilemmas and 
demonstrations of practice

Help transform my teaching

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johnna: The module also provided new material and teaching strategies. For example, the videos provided realistic dilemmas and demonstrations of practice that were not available within our lab school environment. The observed benefits of presenting a dilemma first has also help transform my teaching practices.



Module 3: 
Communication for Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Thank you Johnna. Module 3 focuses on communication practices to support adult-adult collaboration. In this module a teacher and a speech therapist figure out how to communicate to address the learning goals of a child in a collaborative fashion. 
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Susan Fowler
Professor 

University of Illinois 
at Champaign-

Urbana 

Capstone Course
(MA)

Module 3: Communication 
for Collaboration

Graduate (Special Ed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Susan is going to share with you how she’s used Mod 3 with her graduate level students. Susan: I teach the Master in Special Education program and used Module 3 in a capstone course for students who are  being licensed to teach. These students included those who were specializing in ECSE as well as others who were specializing in  moderate to severe disabilities 3-21.
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/barnabywasson

Research to Practice

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan: Connect modules were used as examples of translating research to practice. Most students reviewed and critiqued CONNECT modules as an EBP and some chose to use one of the practices in the CONNECT Modules to  implement.
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Students 
implement EBP 

in practica
setting or 
classroom

Evaluate ease 
of 

implementation 

Evaluate 
outcome of 

practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan: Each student took an EBP to implement in their classroom or practicum site. They will then evaluate the ease of implementation, fidelity, barriers and supports to  implementing, adaptations needed, role of professional wisdom in adaptation  and the extent to which culture and context may require some adaptation.  We also plan to evaluate outcome of practice and will know more at the end of the semester.
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Clear Definition of Practice

Accessible Research

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan: The benefits of the module included easy to identify research supporting practice and clear definitions of practice.
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Delineation of practices 
into strategies 

Checklist for monitoring use of 
practice 

Benefits of Using the Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan:  Other benefits included checklist for monitoring use of practice and a delineation of practices into strategies help students learn to teach one  strategy or component at a time. 



Module 4: 
Family-Professional Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Thanks Susan. In Module 4: Your learners will meet China an early childhood teacher and Aaron a single father, whose son, little Aaron, is in China’s class. Recently, China has become concerned about little Aaron. The module focuses on practices that China might use to develop a trusting partnership with Aaron in order to help little Aaron. 
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Module 4: Family-
Professional Partnerships

Young Children with Special Needs

Teach about partnership-oriented 
practices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pam: Nancy has just started using Module 4 this semester in conjunction with Module 1.  She has agreed to blog on our online discussion area to share her experiences about how this is going.  More about how to chat with Nancy there after our discussion



NAEYC A.A.S. Accreditation 
Standards

CONNECT Activities
Learning Opportunities

EDUC 230: Young Children with 
Special Needs

Course Assessments
Standard 1: Promoting Child Development and Learning

Module 1: Embedded Interventions
1a: Knowing and understanding young 
children’s characteristics and needs

Activity 1.3- environmental 
modifications
Activity 1.4a- peer supports

Exams, Quizzes
Disability Reports
Final Exam: Case Study- Group

1b: Knowing and understanding the 
multiple influences on development and 
learning

Adaptation Exam
Quizzes
Disability Reports
Final Exam: Case Study- Group

1c: Using knowledge of development to 
create healthy, respectful, supportive, 
and challenging learning environments

Activities 1.5a-1.8a- embedded 
interventions in a variety of settings to 
support a child’s participation                     

Field Experience
Exams, Quizzes
Final Exam: Case Study- Group

Standard 2: Building Family and Community Relationships
Module 4:  Family-Professional Partnerships

2a: Knowing about and understanding 
family and community characteristics

Video 4.2- Family Viewpoint (Single 
father describing his challenges and the 
community in which he is raising his 
children)

Video 4.4- Home Visits                      

Parent Interview
Agency Resource  Guide
Final Exam: Case Study-Group

2b: Supporting and empowering families 
and communities through respectful, 
reciprocal relationships

Video 4.2- Starting a Relationship
Handout 4.2

Parent Interview
Agency Resource  Guide
Final Exam: Case Study-Group

2c: Involving families and communities 
in their children’s development and 
learning

Activities 4a through 4.7: 
and Handout 4.3

Parent Interview
Exams, Quizzes
Disability Report
Agency Resource  Guide
Final Exam: Case Study-Group

Grausam, N. (2011), Assistant Professor of Early Childhood Education, PA College of Technology, EDU 230- Young Children with Special Needs Course 
Syllabus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NAEYC Accreditation. An example of how Nancy has used CONNECT activities as learning opportunities for the NAEYC AAS accreditation standards.



Join Our Discussions
http://community.fpg.unc.edu/discussions/home/discussions/connect-modules

Nancy Grausam’s upcoming blog on using Module 4: Family-Professional 
Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johnathan: Remember to join in the discussions.  Information about Nancy’s blog will come in a follow-up email from us. 



http://www.facebook.com/connect.modules#!/pages/CONNECT-Modules/465314135485

More Ways to CONNECT

Post-Webinar Follow-up Email:
Webinar evaluation
Webinar materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More ways to connect: Facebook, post-webinar follow up.

http://www.facebook.com/connect.modules�
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